
C1 PAUL LAURENT BRUT, N.V $70 
Light yellow in color with fine regular bubbles a fruity nose of pear, citrus fruit, and fresh grapes.

C2 PAUL LAUREN BRUT ROSE, N.V $70 
Bright, berry fruit aromas and a rich mouth-filling texture.

C3 VILMART ‘GRAND CELLIER’ 1ER CRU, N.V  $120
Rich and luscious, with aromas of orange blossom, mint, herbs and spice, with great depth of flavor.

C4 CHAMPAGNE LAURENT-PERRIER, CHAMPAGNE GRAND SIÈCLE GRANDE CUVÉE NO. 24 $250
The producer’s top cuvée - the vibrant acidity and the finely detailed mousse support rich hints of toasted 
brioche and briny mineral, layered with flavors of apple, candied lemon zest, honey and ripe blackberry.

W1 CHARDONNAY, SANDHI,  ST.  RITA HILLS,’20 $65
Brims with citrus, green pear, chalk and white pepper overtones, rich with great acidity and minerality.

W2 WHITE BLEND OLD VINES, MULLINEUX, SWARTLAND, SOUTH AFRICA, ‘20 $60
Rich and plump, with notes of pineapple, yellow apple and almond.

W3 SAUVIGNON BLANC, CLIFFE LEDE, NAPA VALLEY, ‘21  $60
       Restrained and elegant, with plush falovers of melon, nectarine and apple.    

W4 RULLY EN ROSEY BLANC, DOMAINE CHANZY, ‘ 19 $70
Lightly toasty with rich fruit and good acidity, this is a spicy, creamed-apple-flavored wine. 

W5 CHENIN BLANC - CHARLES JOGUET, CHINON CLOS DE LA PLANTE MARTIN BLANC, ‘17 $70
Citrus and flint flavors with iodine and saline notes. Excellent pairing with seafood.

W6 CHABLIS ,  CHARLES ET LAURENT PINSON, ‘21   $70
Lovely classic Chablis nose of greengage, oystershell and an understated honey richness.

W7 GAVI DI GAVI ‘MONTEROTONDO’,  VILLA SPARINA, ‘ 18 $80
Lots of stone and mineral character with an undercurrent of ripe lemon and peaches.

W8 RIESLING, ZELTINGER SCHLOSSBERG GROSS GEWACHS, SELBACH-OSTER, ‘19 $80
A dry, racy riesling with great minerality from the slate and crisp, clear fruit aromas of green apples, mint, and limes.

W9 CHARDONNAY, ‘VINEBURG VINEYARD’,  SILVERADO VINEYARDS, CARNEROS ‘18 $90
Delicate aromas of lemon peel, flint and bright minerality carry over to the palate, with ripe honeydew melon on the finish.

W10 MEURSAULT LE LIMOZIN, XAVIER MONNOT ‘ 19 $125
Rich and honeyed but backed by lively acidity, showcasing lemon cake, apple and peach fruit.

Rose
RS 1 FIGUIERE ROSE, PROVENCE ‘21  $60 

Classic Provence Rose with aromas and flavors of strawberies, orange peel, and white flowers.
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R1 RIBEIRA SACRA TINTO ‘A BOCA DO DEMO’ CASTRO CANDAZ, ‘ 17  $60
Sweet dark berries, spices, an earthy touch with hints of leather. Reminiscent of Northern Rhone Syrah.

R2 MALBEC, EGGO TINTO DE TIZA TUPUNGATO, ‘ 18  $65
A full blast of berry fruit aromas along with savory and herbaceous notes, brightened by bold acidity.

R3 PINOT NOIR, LIOCO, MENDOCINO COUNTY ‘21 $65
Aromas of black raspberry, violet flower and pine cone. Flavors of wild coastal berry, lavender and black tea.

R4 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, TEXTBOOK, NAPA VALLEY,’  20 $65
Dark fruit aromatics of black currant and plum with ample oak flavors and big supple tannins.

R5 PINOT NOIR, FAILLA , SONOMA COAST ‘21  $70
A persistent and beautifully balanced wine with pure aromas and flavors of red berries and savory spices.

R5.5 CHÂTEAU LA GRANGERE, ST.  EMILION GRAND CRU ‘ 15  $70
Cherry, raspberry, violet and forest floor evolving to notes of vanilla, leather and spices.

R6 SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE, ‘GODEAUX’,  DOMAINE SEGUIN MANUEL ‘ 16  $75
Aromatic and velvety with a lovely balance of red fruit and mineral nuances.

R7 PAUILLAC, CHÂTEAU PADARNAC,’ 16 $80
Dense and layered with currant and blackberry character. Full body, polished tannins, and a flavorful finish. 

R8 CHÂTEAUNEUF DU PAPE, TELEGRAMME BY VIEUX TELEGRAPH, ‘20  $100
Red fruit and brambly aromas with spicy nuances. Palate has a deep, plum and red-fruit core, framed in  
long and ripe tannins.

R9 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO, LISINI,  ITALY, ‘ 17  $95
Ripe darker cherries and plums with violets and cedar, with core of bright cherries.

R10 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, RAMEY CELLARS,NAPA VALLEY, ‘ 16  $95
Medium to full-bodied, it floods the mouth with plush flavor layers wrapped in chocolate-textured tannins 
and great freshness to counter, finishing long and luscious.

R11 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CLIFF LEDE, STAG’S LEAP, ‘ 18 $105
Deftly combines boldness with elegance offering aromas and flavors of black fruit, anise, and oak.

R12 BAROLO ‘CEREQUIO’,  DAMILANO, ‘ 17 $130
Offers gorgeous aromas of cherry, raspberry, rose and licorice, with a hint of truffle. Plenty of primary fruit 
flavors follow, accented by leather and tobacco details.

R13 MARGAUX, CHÂTEAU KIRWAN 3ÈME GC CLASSÉ, ‘ 16  $125
Bright damson plum, bitter cherry and rose petal notes lead the way in this fresh and focused wine, with 
mineral accents underlining the silky, elegant finish.

R14 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO RISERVA, CASTELLO TRICERCI,  ‘ 12  $140
The savory balanced palate offers mature black cherry, clove and tobacco alongside firm but polished tannins.

R15 * GRAN RESERVA ‘904’,  LA RIOJA ALTA,’ 11  $150
60 year old vines! Full bodied with lots of fruit, as well as hints of smoke, tobacco, bark and black tea.

R16 BARBARESCO ‘CURRA’,  SOTTIMANO, ‘ 14  $175
A firm and linear red with cherry, cedar and light hazelnut aromas and flavors, with notes of cedar,  
spice and tobacco.

R17 CABERNET SAUVIGNON, CLIFF LEDE, BECKSTOFFER TO KALON, CA ‘ 19  $300
Brooding perfume of sultry violets, wild blackberry and black figs. red currant, black cherry tinged with cool 
menthol and bay laurel notes.
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